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PREFACE

The British Columbia Forest Act (1978) states that the Chief Forester
shall devel~p and maintain an inventory of the land and forests in the Province,
and shall assess the land in the Province for its potential for growing trees
continuously, providing forest oriented recreation, producing forage for livestock
and wildlife, and for accommodating other forest uses.

In order to implement the requirements of the new forest legislation,
the Inventory Branch of the Ministry of Forests has acquired new technology and has
developed new approaches for conducting forest and range inventory. The Forest and
Range Inventory Manual, consisting of eleven chapters, and the inventory handbooks,
namely the Field Pocket Handbook, the Helicopter Camera Boom Instruction and
Operation Handbook, the Colour Stereogram Handbook, and the Stereocord Handbook,
describe the procedures for planning, conducting and auditing provincial forest and
range inventories.

The Helicopter Camera Boom Instruction and Operation Handbook
describes the c~mera oom sy~tem and provldes detal ed in ormation a out the.
assembly, care, and operation of its components. This handbook was prepared "by H.
Bradatsch, J.A. Grace, N. Haddow and G.R. Weir, and it was edited by A.A.Britneff.

For further information, contact the section manager at the Inventory
Branch and refer to Appendix 13.
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SECTION ONE

INTRODUCTION

The intent of this handbook is to satisfy the operators' need for

information about all aspects of the camera boom system. The handbook

provides detailed information about the assembly, care, and operation

of the components of the system. Operators of the camera boom system
must be thoroughly familiar with its contents.

The Regional Inventory Officer is responsible for the camera boom system

and only trained personnel authorized by him may operate it. When

malfunctions, damage and general problems occur contact the appropriate

personnel or agencies listed in Appendix 13. As outlined in this handbook,

no modification or repairs are permitted without prior approval from the

Director of the Inventory Branch. Unauthorized modifications may result

in the cancellation of Ministry of Transport (Canada) airworthiness approval

and will be considered a violation of Ministry of Transport regulations.

The helicopter company is responsible for the approval of the installation

of each camera boom. The engineering blue prints enclosed in this hand-

book must be available on request to both the aircraft engineer and the
helicopter pilot.

Safety is an integral part of all phases of operation, especially those

involving helicopters. Operators must be familiar with all policies,

regulations, and rules on safety. Policies are found in the Ministry of

Forests General Administrative Manual, regulations in the Workers'

Compensation Board Industrial Health and Safety Regulations, and rules in
this handbook.
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,~ SECTION TWO

CAMERAS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Hasselblad MK 70 photogramrnetric cameras are used in the helicopter

boom. It is important to note that all lenses are individually

fitted and calibrated to a specific camera body. A camera set

consists of a lens and camera body which are engraved with the same

serial number. Units from one camera set should not be interchanged

with units of another set. The MK camera is a precision instrument

and force should never be applied to its various components.

There are three components to the camera system: a camera body, a

lens, and a film magazine.

2.2 CA}ffiRA BODY

The camera body is the central component in the camera system. It

serves many important functions such as supporting the film magazine

and lens while housing the motor drive and reseau plate (see Figure
2-2).

2.21 RESEAU PROTECTIVE COVER - REMOVAL AND ATTACHMENT

To remove the reseau protective cover, press on the knurled surface
of the magazine catch (see Figure 2-3) and turn the catch almost 1/4

turn in a clockwise direction. The magazine catch is now in the

unlocked or 3 o'clock position. The cover rises 3 mm but is still

held by the claws of the magazine catch.

To disengage the claws from the cover, gently turn the magazine catch

just past the 3 o'clock position. Remove the cover by holding the

magazine catch down while lifting the protective cover up and away

from the magazine holder ridge and the reseau plate (see Figure 2-3).
With the reseau protective cover removed, the magazine catches or

claws, the gear for film transport, the film registration pin, and

the reseau plate can be seen.

To replace the reseau protective cover, the catch must be in the

unlocked position but pressure need not be applied to the knurled

surface. Carefully guide the back of the cover under the magazine

holder ridge and lay the cover on the claws. Do not push the cover

do\~, its own weight engages the claws when the catch is gently turned

just past the 3 o'clock position. Now the catch may be turned anti-

clockwise back to the 12 o'clock position, which draws dOwTI the

protective cover and secures it to the camera body.
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Figure 2-1 Camera system (right side); lens, body, and
magazine.
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Figure 2-2 Camera body



Figure 2-3 Reseau protective cover removal
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2.22 RESEAU PLATE, TOP PLATE AND ACCESSORY ADAPTOR PLATE

The reseau plate is the most sensitive component in the camera body.

Never leave the reseau plate and avoid touching it with your fingers.

The reseau plate is made of glass 4 mm thick and its outside surface

is at the image or film plane. It is rigidly positioned on the top

plate of the camera and with the exception of two ridges on the edges

it is perfectly flat. The plate bears 25 cross-shaped index marks,

each cross being 10 mm apart in the x and y axes (see Figure 2-4).

The large cross is at the focal centre of the reseau plate. Also

engraved on the reseau plate are the last three digits of the camera

serial number (see Figure 2-4). The crosses and serial numbers are

recorded on film during each exposure.

Below the magazine catch on the front face of the camera body is the

accessory adaptor plate (see Figure 2-2).

2.23 CAMERABODY -RIGHT SIDE

On the right side of the camera body there is the serial or camera

number on the accessory socket (see Figure 2-1). The small black

plate beside the camera number is the cable-hook hole. Neither the

accessory socket nor the cable-hook hole is used in aerial photo

missions. The battery and fuse compartment cover is also on the right

side (see Figure 2-1).

2.24 CAMERABODY - LEFT SIDE

On the left side of the camera body there is a large selector dial with

an index arrow which can be turned to point to an "0" (normal operation)

or an "A" (automatic), (see Figure 2-5). Index this selector dial at

the "0" position for normal operation. Also on the left side there is

a selector lever (see Figure 2-5), which can be indexed to "T" (time

exposure), "0" (normal operation) or to "L" (locking). As with the

selector dial, index the selector lever at the "0" position for normal

operation. Above the selector lever is the command socket through

which the exposure signal is received (see Figure 2-5). A socket cap

is provided to protect the socket whenever the command cable is not
attached.

2.25 CAMERA BODY - BACK FACE

The camera base adaptor plate (see Figure 2-5), is on the back face of

the camera body.

2.26 CAMERA BODY - LENS FACE

The bottom side or lens face of the camera body has two release sockets

and one release button (see Figure 2-6). The button can be removed
by pulling firmly and inserted in either socket but the inner socket is
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Figure 2-4 Reseau plate
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Figure 2-5 Camera body (left side)
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more accessible when the camera is mounted. The button triggers the

motor drive sequence for manual testing when the camera is not installed

in the boom. There is a light grey plastic body cap to protect the

body's bayonet mount and body Dpening. The chromed buttQn adjacent to

the body cap is ~he ~ens Teiease-button. To remove the body cap turn

it anti-clockwise and pull off; to attach it simply do the opposite.

With the body cap removed the bayonet lens mount, the red index marker,

and the shutter cocking-triggering mechanism can be seen (see Figure 2-6).
Never leave the inside of the camera body exposed and unprotected by "

leaving off either the body cap or a lens. Do not put any object in the
camera body; it may scratch the black matte interior finish or the

res eau plate.

2.3 LENSES

All lenses for the Hasselblad MK 70 camera have built-in Synchro -

Compur leaf shutters, depth-of-field indicators and they are attached
to the camera via bayonet mounts. The lenses are made by Carl Zeiss of

Germany for Hasselflad and are designed specifically for use with the
MK 70 camera. Lenses used on the MK 70 camera are of two kinds: the

Planar 100 mm lens and the Biogon 60 mm lens. The Planar 100 mm lens

is generally used for standard inventory photo missions whereas the

Biogon 60 mm lens has more specialized applications. Each lens has

front and back protective plastic covers.

2.31 PLANAR 100 mm LENS

The lens face, engraved"Planar 1:3.5 f = 100 mm, has a bayonet type mount
to accept filters in the 50 mm diameter series. It is advisable to use

a filter to protect the lens from scratches.

The Planar 100 mm lens does not have a focusing ring; the focus is

fixed at infinity (00). The outermost ring on the lens barrel is the
shutter speed ring. The shutter speed ring is fitted with a grip on

which a serial number is engraved (see Figure 2-7). The range of shutter
speeds is from 1 sec. to 1/500 sec. plus "B" (time exposure). To reduce

motion, 1/500 sec. is the preferred shutter speed.

The next ring along the lens barrel is the diaphragm ring. The dia-

phragm controls the amount of light that passes through the lens.

Like the shutter speed ring the diaphragm ring has a grip (see Figure

2-7). f/stops are engraved on the diaphragm ring. Although engraved
as whole numbers these numbers, like the shutter speeds, are the

denominators of fractions, e.i., number 22 is actually the smallest

diaphragm opening while 3.5 is the largest. The speed of any lens is

rated by its larges diaphragm opening, e.g. Planar 1:3.5 (engraved on
front of lens).

(\

The depth-of-field indicator is the next ring (see Figure 2-7). This

ring is fixed and has an index (engraved white line) to which shutter

speed and f/stop are set. The red bar or depth-of-field indicator (see
Figure 2-7) moves in relation to the diaphragm ring. As the diaphragm

ring is indexed to a higher number (smaller opening) the depth-of-field
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indicator moves further away from the white index. The range of

focus (depth~of-field) is determined by reading the red and white

indexes against the innermost ring (distance scale) (see Figure 2-7)

which is engraved in meters. For example, depth-of-field of f/stop
-3~5 JS 100'meters (red'indicator) to CX) (white index)'.

The small chromed socket on the index ring is the flash synchronization

terminal and is not used in normal operations.

The flanges that fit the camera body's bayonet mount are on the back

face of the lens (see Figure 2-8). Also on the back face of the lens

is the lens mount alignment indicator (red triangle), the shutter

cocking shaft and the cocked indicator (red dot, see Figure 2-8). The

shutter is cocked automatically after each exposure during motor drive

sequence. The shutter is cocked when the slot of the cocking shaft

aligns with the red dot.

2.32 BIOGON 60 mm LENS

The Biogon 60 mm lens works much like the Planar 100 m lens, but there

are some important differences between the two lenses.

The Biogon 60 mm lens is physically longer than the Planar. The lens

face, engraved Biogon 1:5,6 f = 60 mm, has a screw in filter adaptor

ring which takes filters in the 63 mm diameter series (see Figure 2-9).

The shutter speed ring operates exactly like that of the Planar and is

engraved with the same scale, Le. 1 sec. to 1/500 sec. plus "B" (see

Figure 2-9).

The diaphragm ring is functionally similar in both lenses, however, the

f/stop scale on the Biogon 60 mm lens ranges from f 5.6 (wide open) to

f 45 (see Figure 2-9).

Unlike the 100 mm lens, the 60 mm lens has two movable depth-of-fie1d

indicators, positioned on either side of the index.

A very important difference between the Planar 100 mm lens and the

Biogon 60 mm lens is that the latter has an adjustable focusing ring

from 0.9 m to infinity see Figure 2-9).

The barrel of the Biogon 60 mm lens extends into the camera body but

otherwise the mounting assembly is the same as that of the Planar 100 mm

lens (see Figure 2-8).

2.4 MAGAZINES

The MK 70/200 film magazine is used in the camera boom system. It is

a bulk-loaded model and is designed specifically for the MK 70 camera

body.

The magazine has a main shell or body. On one side is the film advance

key, the knurled frame counter reset, the frame counter and a film

transport signal (see Figure 2-10). The symbol" --Q- I!denotes the film

plane. On the other side of the magazine is the spool holder key.
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Figure 2-11 Spool holder
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The spool holder fits like a drawer in the magazine. To separatc
the spool holder from the magazine, first.rernovethe magazine's
black protective cover. Then fold up the spool holder key and turn
it anti-clochrisc. Carefully withdraw the spool (holder with one
hand on the key and the other grasping the magazine. The spool holder
suppor,ts the-spring-loaclGd pressure. plate and film c!amp (see Figure
2~l1r~ The fiim-cTamp is'actuated by the spool hold~r key. When the
spool holder is withdraKn and the key is in the unlocked position the
clamp is engaged. The film clanp is released whenever the spool holder
key is in the locked position. Spools are pressed on the spindles of
the spool holder and arro\\sindicate the film transport direction. The
supply spindle has the arrow pointing aHay from it while the take-up

. spindle has the arrm,<,pointing tm.;ards it (sce Figure 2-10).

-.

The mounting face of the magazine has two receptacles for the camera
body magazine catches (claws), a filnltransport gear, and a letter-
prefixed serial number. TheSpool holder is also engraved with a serial
number. This nUlllberis engraved on the interior black finish of the
spool holder. A magazine andspool holder with the same serial number
represents a matched set. Do not interchange spool holders and magazines.

Never attempt to remove the spool holder from the magazine when the
magazine is mounted to the camera body.

2.5 . 'ASSBiBLY

When assembling the camera system, check that the components are clean.

The lens is the first component to be attached. Remove the grey plastic
body cap. Remove the rear lens cap. Check that the shutter is cock('d.
i.e., the slot is alligned with the red dot. Normally. after each
exposure. the camera automatically cocks the shutter (sec Figure 2-12).

cocked

.- ,
\~O

@ ~
I , :
'\~' /

'- "
.....--.....

triggered

Figure 2-12 Shutter cocking
(reproduced from Hasselblad
instruction manual)

If. however. the shutter has been triggered. use a suitable coin, and
turn the cocking shaft clockwise about one revolution until a click is
heard. To mount the lens. hold the camera body firmly and align the red
triangle of the lens to the red dot of the body (see Figure 2-13).





Insert the lens flush on the bayonet mount and turn clockwise un~il the

lens clicks into posH ion , about 1/5 of a turn. To prevent damage to

the lens or the camera's interior, special care must be taken when

smqunting the Biogon 6p mm lens with its extended barrel.

To install filters, remove any covers and clean their glass surfaces.

Remove the lens cap and clean the glass surface of the lens.

For the Planar lens, the 50 mm series filters have a simple twist-in

bayonet mount. For the Biogon 60 mm lens, screw off the filter adaptor

ring, set in loosely the 63 mm series filter and then screw the filter

adaptor ring back onto the lens to secure the filter. If photography

is not about to begin very soon, protect the filter with a cover. The
50 mm filter series come with covers while the 63 mm filter series do

not. Each of the 63 mm filter series, when installed on the lens, is

protected by the normal lens cap of the Biogon lens. The use of filters
is discussed in section 3.3.

To attach the film magazine, remove the reseau protective cover, and

clean the glass surface. Remove the film magazine's protective cover.

The magazine catch of the camera body should be in the unlocked position

as outlined in section 2.21. Carefully guide the magazine's fixed

slot under the magazine holder ridge. \ihile engaging the magazine catches

and turning the magazine catch, it is necessary to support the weight of
the magazine to prevent it from falling heavily and damaging the reseau

plate (see Figure 2-14).

2.6 POWERSUPPLY

Rechargeable batteries with a capacity of 6 volts supplies electric

power for the MK 70 camera system. A slow blow fuse rated at 1.6 amps

protects the camera from overloads.

2.61 INTERNAL BATTERIES

Rechargeable DEAC 5/500 DKZ (nickel-cadmium accumulators) supply internal
power. They are housed in a compartment along with the fuse and the
camera's motor (see Figure 2-15).

To remove the battery cover, use a suitable coin to turn the battery-

cover catch anti-clockwise 1/4 turn. To replace the battery cover,

first engage the claws on the bottom of the cover, then with the slot in

the vertical position, press the cover to the body, and turn the slot

clockwise 1/4 turn. The battery has a narrow end marked "+"; this end

is inserted in the camera first. If the wrong end of the battery is

inserted first, then the cover does not close. Approximately 700

exposures can be expected from two fullly charged batteries.

r
Batteries can be recharged in two ways: one inside a separate compart-

ment, and the other inside the camera. Battery charger type I (recharge

unit I) is supplied with the camera and can be used with battery com-

partment #56014 to rechargea battery removed from the camera. A
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Figure 2-15 Internal batteries
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completely discharged battery requires 14 hours of charging to bring

it to full cha!ge.

To charge batteries installed in the camera, set the selector lever

,I ,.,.,.""< i 1(,_ on: the" ca.!1'1e::rabody,>tbT "Lt'r>'(1ockihg1.'and plug the cable from Battery

charger type I into the command socket. Two completely discharged
batteries require 28 hours of charging in the camera. Do not over-
charge N-C (nickel-cadmium) batteries as overcharging causes swelling
and this adverse effect is cumulative.

2.62 EXTERNAL BATTERIES

2.7

Elpower batteries are used as an external power source. They are a

lead acid gel-type battery rated at 6 volts. The Elpower battery is

adapted for use \vith the MK 70 camera by replacing the battery cover
with a motor housing panel (see Figure 2-16). Note that the motor

housing panel cannot be installed without first removing the camera

batteries. Instal the motor housing panel in the same way as the

regular battery cover. Approximately 700 exposures can be expected
from fully charged Elpower batteries.

Recharging time for a spent Elpower battery is 12 hours. The Elpower
recharger has an automatically regulated cut-off that prevents the

batteries from being overcharged. Always recharge the Elpower battery
in an upright position to prevent gases forcing get out of the vents.

CLEANING fu~D STORAGE

The Hasselblad MK 70 camera is designed to operate in harsh environ-
mental conditions. However, the best results are obtained when the

camera is kept clean. This applies to both optical components (lens
elements and reseau plate) and to the interior and exterior of the
entire camera.

2.71 EXTERIOR CLEfu~ING

2.72

2.73

(.

The reseau and top plate are not regarded as "external surfaces".

Clean the leather finish with ad amp linen cloth and soap when
necessary. To clean metal trim, a soft cloth should be sufficient.

After cleaning, dry with a soft lintless cloth or paper. Usually. a
bladder-brush is sufficient to clean the exterior.

INTERIOR CLEANING
I

The only tool recommended for interior cleaning is a brushless bulb-

type blower, and then only to remove the odd speck of dust. A more

serious cleaning problem should be handled by a qualified Hasselblad
technician

CLEANING OPTICAL COMPONENTS

The camera's optical components (the lens elements and the surface
of the reseau plate) should be shielded against direct contact with
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Figure 2-16 Motor housing panel



anything. Remove fingerprints and stains on glass surfaces with lens

tissue. If necessary, use a small drop of lens cleaning fluid, applied

to lens tissue, to clean glass surfaces. Remove dust and other dry
impurities with a soft camel hair brush or bladder-brush.
~~t ~ -

2.74 STORAGE

Store the camera system components in the carrying case provided. When

stored for long periods of time a dry, dust-proof and vibration-free

place is most suitable. Remove the batteries when storing the cameras

in the case. Do not store batteries for long periods of time in a

discharged state. It is recommended to "exercise" the shutter every

month using the full shutter speed range. Clean the inside of the
camera carrying case with a vacuum cleaner. Clean the anodized aluminum

exterior of the carrying case with a commercially available spray cleaner
when necessary.

2.75 MAINTENANCE

Servicing should be done only by a qualified Hasselblad technician.

At least, ,schedule maintenance and servicing once yearly for the

components of the camera system. However, after heavy use, service the

lens shutter mechanism more frequently than once a year, i.e., after

every 5,000 exposures. Refer to appendix 2 for the address of the

Hasselblad servicing agency.

L
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SECTION THREE

FILM

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Kodak 70 mm aerial films are used in the camera boom system. All

films are double perforated (TYPE 11) and have a polyester base

(Kodak trade name is "Estar Base"). Estar base films have good

dimensional stability and are highly tear resistant. The format or

actual image size of a 70 mm photograph exposed through the Hasselblad
MK 70 camera is 53 mm x 53 mm.

3.2 TYPES OF FILr.1

All films are either negative type or reversal type. Negative films

yield negative images which are used to produce, through further

processing, diapositive transparencies or paper prints. Reversal

films yield positive images when processed. Reversal films are usually

used as the final product without subsequent copies being made. Take

extra care to avoid damage or loss of this film.

A. Black and white films

Black and white films are negative type films and include

TRI-X Aerographic and Plus-X Aerographic. They are panchromatic

and have an extended red sensitivity to help penetrate haze.

TRI-X film has a higher ASA (film speed rating) than Plus-X

film and is therefore more suitable than Plus-X in poor light
conditions. TRI-X film is rated at 400 ASA while Plus-X film is
rated at 125 ASA.

B. Colour films

Colour films include Aerochrome r.1S2448 and Aerocolour Negative

2445. Aerochrome MS 2448 is a reversal film which yields

diapositive transparencies when processed. Aerochrome 2448
gives excellent colour renditioning and is rated at 120 ASA for

camera boom operations. Colour paper prints can be made from

colour transparencies but additional processing procedures are

necessary. Aerocolour Negative 2445 is a negative film and is
recommended only when colour paper prints are required. Aero-
colour Negative 2445 film is rated at 120 ASA.

C. False - colour infrared film

Aerochrome Infrared 2443 is a reveral film which yields a false-

colour transparency when processed. False-colour films differn from ordinary colour films in that the three dye layers of



Aerochrome 2443 are sensitive to the green, red, and infrared
radiations rather than the blue, green, and red sensitive
layers of true-colour films.

Note: A minus-blue filter must be fitted to the camera lens

when using Aerochrome 2443 film to absorb unwanted blue

light.

For more information on aerial films refer to Kodak

publication M-29 Kodak Data for Aerial Photography.

Refer to appendix (1) for aerial film specifications.

3.3 FILTERS

As previously recommended in this handbook, filters help to protect

the camera lens from being scratched because it is preferable to
replace a relatively inexpensive scratched filter rather than an

expensive lens. This doesn't mean, however, that one can handle
filters carelessly, filters should be handled and cleaned with the

same care given a camera lens.

The primary function of filters is to alter the light reaching the
film in a way that would enhance a beneficial effect or reduce an

adverse effect. Most filters reduce the intensity of light that

reaches the film, accordingly the diaphragm is set at a larger f/stop
opening (see section 2.31) to maintain correct film exposure.

For the filter and film combinations most often used in the camera

boom system, see Chart 3-1.

3.4 HANDLING AND STORAGE OF UNEXPOSED FILM

To keep emulsion layers stabile, store unexposed film in sealed cans

in a refrigerator at 130 C (550 F) or lower. Allow approximately 4

hours warm up time at room temperature before breaking the tape seal

on the film can and bulk-rolling the film. This prevents the intro-

duction of moisture that would condensate on and adversely affect

cold film. Keep a can that is warming up away from direct sunlight,
high temperatures, and x-rays.

When unexposed film is to be stored for long periods of time or when

the least change in emulsion or dye layers is desired, then the film

should be stored in a freezer at -18 to _230 C (0 to _100 F). Allow
8 to 24 hours warm-up time before handling film that has been stored
in a freezer.

3.5 BULK LOADING

n
Before handling bulk fi lm that has been stored in a refrigerator, allOloJ
it to warm at room temperature for a minimum of four hours. Allow 24

hours of warming before handling film that has been stored in a freezer.



FILTER

lXHZ (haze)

1.5 X Y
(yellow)

4 X Or
(orange)

Chart 3-1 Filter and film combinations

FILM TYPE

All films
(Recommended at
all times to
provide lens
protection)

Aerochrome 2443
(False-colour IR)

TRI-X
PLUS-X

Aerochrome
2443
(False-colour
IR)

EFFECT

Absorbs ultraviolet radiation.
Reduces atmospheric haze effect
in B & W photography. Reduces
overall blue look in Aerochrome
2448.

Reduces the sensitivity of
false-colour infrared film
to blue light, this filter
is the minimum requirement
as a minus-blue filter for
colour infrared film.

f / stop
FACTOR*

None

(0 stops)

~ stop

Sharpens image contrast, I ~ stop
reduces haze effect especially
at higher altitudes.

Minus-blue filter, gives sharp
contrast, greater effect than
1.5 X Y filter

Note: This filter may have
limited use due to its
high f/stop factor.

*Note: The f/stop factor is applied by enlarging the diaphragm
opening by the f/stops indicated for that filter.

n

2 stops

e.g. Exp. setting without filter = f4, f/stop factor = ~ stop

Exp. setting with filter is adjusted to f 3.5



J. ...

A cool dry area with soft lighting is the best environment for bulk

loading. Make sure all equipment necessary for bulk loading is

assembled and that your hands are clean and dry. Equipment needed:

". black bag (1)~ bulkloader (1) (see Figure 3-1), scissors (1), empty

spools, reel of unexposed film (bulk film), photographic tape, and

empty cans into which loaded spools are placed. A stiff cardboard

box with its ends cut out makes a convenient support when place inside
the black bag.

To bulk load two spools of film proceed as follows:

A. Open the double zippered black bag and place the bulk loader

with reel bar in the bag facing forwards (to the arm holes).

B. Cut two pieces of photographic tape 2 cm long and place them on

the rim of an opened empty film can, place the lid of the can on

the bottom of the can, and place the can in the black bag.

C. Place the scissors in the black bag.

D. Remove the tape from the can of unexposed bulk film and put the

tape around the middle of the can. To avoid light leaks be care-

ful not to dislodge the lid and put the can in the black bag.

r E. Place two empty plastic spools in the black bag.

F. Close the .inner and outer zippers of the black bag and turn it so
that the arm holes face you.

G. Place your arms through the arm holes.

At this stage arrange the film rolling equipment so that it is

comfortably at hand, e.g., the scissors point away and are by

the hand you usually write with. While arranging the film rolling

equipment re-check that all necessary equipment is accounted for.

Feel the back of the black bag to ensure that the zippers have been
closed.

H. Open the can of unexposed film and put the lid on the bottom of
the can.

I. Remove the reel of film from the can, remove the small piece of

tape from the tongue of the bulk film, put that tape in a place

that won't interfere with film rolling but that can be found later
and re-used if necessary.

J. Place the bulk reel in the bulk loader, tongue pointing towards you,

and insert the reel bar through the holes on the side of the bulk

loader and through the core of the bulk reel.

K. Put an empty plastic spool on the spindles of the bulk loader's
winder.
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1 bulk film reel

2 bulk reel spindle
3 spool gate

4 photographic tape
5 spool
6 spool winder

!-

Figure 3-1 Bulk loader



L. Take the tongue of the bulk film and lay it over the core of the

empty spool, the film comes off the bulk reel emulsion side down,
do not tape the film to the spool.

.. M.' 4uck the film around the spool core and hold the film down with
your fingers while turning the handle of the winder a couple of
turns, until you feel the film being wound around the spool core.

n

N. To prevent unravelling, maintain pressure on the winder handle and

keep your thumb on the film of the spool while using your fingers
to create tension between the bulk reel and the spool. The tension

created holds the film on the spool and your thumb may be lifted

IDvay from the spool.

O. Maintain a slight friction on the edge of the reel while winding

the bulk loader's handle toward you (anti-clockwise).

P. The spool is full when the film is rolled to within I mm from the

top of the flanges of the spool.

Transfer the friction from the bulk reel so that you are holding

down the film on the spool.

Release your hold on the winder handle and use the scissors

to cut the film away from the bulk reel. Make the cut as square

as possible.

Take a piece of photographic tape that you had cut earlier and tape

down the film on the spool.

Place the full spool in the empty can.

Place the other empty spool on the winder spindle and repeat the

procedures from letter L.

When the two spools have been wound with film and are in the can,

put the lid back on the can.

Remove the reel from the bulk loader and re-tape the tongue.

Put the bulk reel back in its can and replace the lid.

Withdraw your arms from the black bag.

Open the back of the black bag and withdraw one of the cans, being

careful not to dulodge the lid. Re-tape the lid down on the can,

establish what is in the can and label it correctly. Masking tape
is sui table for labelling film cans:

e.g. 2 FULL SPOOLS
COLOUR 2448

Withdraw the bulk film can and retape its lid down.

Q.

R.

0
s.

T.

u.

v.

w.

x.

Y.

z.
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Label it correctly:

e.g. 1 LENGTH Cl00 FT.)
COLOUR 2448

STOCK DATE 6/80

The above procedures, A to Z, apply to bulk loading full spools from

all types of film. However, when bulk loading for full spools the

last length to be rolled off the bulk reel will be substantially

shorter or less full than those previously rolled from the same bulk

reel. You may wish to roll film more consistently by averaging the

number of winder turns required to produce spools with equal film
lengths.

Refer to the following table, 3-2, for average number of turns for film

spools of equal length per film type.

Chart 3-2 Bulk loading

Film type

Aerochrome 2448

Tri-X
Plus-X
False Colour IR

MAGAZINE LOADING

Allow four hours at room temperature before handling rolled spools that
have been stored in a refrigerator, and 12 hours for those stored in a

freezer. The only equipment needed to load the Hasselblad magazines is
the black bag.

To load two magazines proceed as follows:

A. Take the protective covers off the magazines.

B. Place the magazines in the black bag.

C: Remove the tape from the can containing the unexposed spools of film,

be careful not to distrub the lid of the can, and place the can in
the bag.

D. Zip the bag up and place your arms in it.

E. Load only one magazine at a time so that magazine sets, as described

in section 2.4, are not mixed up.

Number of

spools
Base Spool Spool off full

thickness Bulk length winder turns length reel

4.0 mils 150 ft. 86 25 ft. 6
4.0 mils 150 ft. 86 25 ft. 6
4 . 0 mil s 150 ft. 86 25 ft. 6
4.0 mils 100 ft. 86 25 ft. 1,

,-



F. Using the spool holder key, unlock and remove spool holder.

G. Feel, to be certain, that the take-up spindle has an empty spool
on it.

H. Remove the lid from the can containing the spools of unexposed film.

T. Take a spool of film and hold it so that you can loosen the tape

holding the film on the spool without having the film unwind.

J. Press the spool on the supply spindle so that the film comes off

the spool as illustrated in Figure 3.2.

K. The backing side of the film has a smooth slippery feel whereas the

emulsion side feels slightly rougher and drier.

L. Turn the spool holder key to the locked position to raise the film

clamp and draw the tongue of the film across the pressure plate.

M. Lay the edge of the film under the film clamp and over the teeth of

the film guide sprockets, emulsion side up (see Figure 3-3) with
approximately 8 cm of the film extending beyond the pressure plate
on the take-up side.

N. Lock the film with the fil" clamp by turning the spool holder key

to the "unlocked" position.

O. Lay the tongue of the film on the take-up spool so that the emulsion

is wound in or down (see Figure 3-2).

P. Tape the tongue to the take-up spool.

Q. Wind the take-up spool clockwise a couple of turns.

R. Feel that the film edge is under the clamp and that the gear teeth

on the roller stick through the perforations of the film.

S. With the spool holder key still in the unlocked position, insert

the spool holder into the magazine; if it doesn't close properly,

turn the film advance key clockwise a little bit and try again.

T. Turn the spool key clockwise to lock the spool holder in the magazine.

Repeat the procedures from letter F for the other magazine.

U. Remove the magazines from the bag and check that the film is emulsion
side up.

v. Using the film advance key manually advance the film till tension is

felt while checking that the film advance indicator cycles through

red to white. Stop at the white position.
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7

1 film clamp
2 take-up spool
3 supply spool

4 emulsion side of film

5 film guide sprockets

6 film transport arrow

7 film backing side

Figure 3-3 Spool Holder (film loaded)



W. Turn the knurled filJncounter wheel clockwise to index the

counter at the triangle position.

X. Replace the magazine's protective cover.

Y. Label the magazines correctly.

e.g. MAG #1
TRI-X

Z. Never attempt to load more than one film type in the black bag at
the same time.

3.7 ~~GAZINEUNLOADING

When a film magazine has been exposed, unload the magazine as soon as

possible. Allow one empty can for every pair of magazines to be un-

loaded. Never attempt to unload magazines with different film types

in the black bag at the same time. If the whole magazine has been

exposed the film should be wound right off the supply spool. Use the

film advance key and manually advance all the film onto the take-up

spool. In the constricted space of the black bag it is easier to unload

only two magazines at a time.

Place the magazines, with protective covers off, in the black bag.

Put an empty unlabeled can, with its lid on the bottom of the can,

in the black bag.

Scissors may be necessary to cut excess film if a partially exposed

magazine is being unloaded. Wind a few turns onto the take-up

spool before cutting off the excess of film.

D. In the closed black bag, open a magazine and remove the take-up

spool with film, and put it in the empty can. Don't tape the film

on the spool.

E. Move the now empty supply spool from the supply spindle to the

take-up spindle.

F. Put the magazine back together.

G. When the two magazines have been unloaded and the spools are in the

can, replace the lid on the can.

H. Open the black bag and remove the contents.

I. Tape the lid on the can and put the labels from both magazines on

top of the can.

r J. Use a red pencil or the like and write "exposed" across the labels.

A.

" B.

C.
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HANDLING OF EXPOSED FILM

Keep exposed film in a cool dry place. Exposed film should be

processed as soon as possible, especially colour and infrared films.

If the exposed film is,to',be held before processing for several days,

store it in a sealed can in a refrigerator at 40° F or lower.

To get exposed film ready for processing proceed as follows:

A. Place the bulk loader, with a flangeless core on the winder spindle,

in the black bag.

B. Place unsealed cans with the same type of exposed film in the black

bag. ----

F. Remove one spool and position it behind the bulk loader with the

tongue of the film pointing towards you, emulsion side down.

G. Wrap the film tongue around the winder core a few times and establish

tension between the film spool and the core. This prevents film

unravelling.

H. Maintain some friction while holding the spool up and winding the
film onto the core.

I. Remove the core from the bulk loader when winding is completed.

J. Disengage the now empty spool from the tape.

K. Push out the core while holding the film by the edges. Squeeze
the edges of the film to form a neat cylinder and tape the tongue
of the film down.

L. Put the coreless roll of film in an empty can.

M. Repeat the procedures from letter F for other exposed spools.

N. \rhen all the exposed spools have been re-rolled and placed in cans,

put the lids back on.

O. Open the black bag, carefully remove the cans, and tape the lids.

P. Correctly label the can as follows:

C. Allow one empty can for every four exposed spools.

D. Close the zippers of the black bag.

E. In the black bag open the can with the exposed spools.



Example:

FT LM TYPE:

AEROCHROME2448

JOB: VICTORIA F.P.1

DATE: FEB. 12, 1980

ASA USED: 120

EXPOSURE: f 3.5/500

SKY CONDITIONS: CLEAR

~~GAZINE NOS~: 1,2,3,4

ENCLOSED: 4 LENGTH~

AT 25 FEET EACH

100 FT. TOTAL

The preceding instructions for handling film will help prevent film
types from being mixed up and subsequently from being processed in-
correctly. Incorrect labelling would probably lead to incorrect
processing and could ruin an otherwise successful photo mission. Get
acquainted with the emulsion characteristics of each film t>7e normally
used. For instance, Aerochrome 2448 has a light olive green tone \\'hilc
Aerochrome I.R. 2443 has a definite pinkish tone. Tri-X Aerographic
is grey-toned whereas Plus-X Aerographic is white-toned.

Exposed colour films are sent to Otta\\'a for processing and exposed
black-and-white fi lms to Victoria. Refer to Appendix 13 for the approp-
riate address. Label each batch of exposed film sent for processing
and enclose under the same cover a letter with processing instructions
stated. Send the exposed films by a bonded courier service, e.g. Loomis.

The procedures for bulk loading, magazine loading, magazine unloading,
and handling of exposed film can also be done in a suitable darkroom.
If a darkroom is used, safelights must be off as film is handled in
total darkness.

3.9 FILM ORDERING

Place orders for film well in advance of prospective use (6 - 8 weeks).

Forward the film order, including type of film and number of rolls
required, to the Inventory Branch in Victoria. Should a film order be
placed without going through InventoryBranch a check must be made before
ordering, to insure that Inventory Branch has the necessary equipment
and chemicals for processing that film.

Refer to Appendix 1 for film specifications used in film ordering.
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SECTION FOUR

CAMERABOOM

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The camera boom is a rigid platform designed for attachment under a
helicopter. The boom is constructed of aluminum sheet formed into a
rigid tube with camera pods at both ends. The outer surface of the boom
is finished with a zinc chromate primer and orange lacquer. The design
of the boom is aerodynamic to reduce drag during flight. For attachment
to a helicopter, the boom has a forward and aft attachment frame (see
Figure 4-1).

4.2 ~~IGHT AND DIMENSIONS

Weight of boom (without cameras and batteries)
Total length
Distance between cameras
Pod .length
Pod diameter
Tube assembly diameter

7.20 m
6.10 m

93 cm-
38 cm
28 cm

4.3 JACK POINTS (Figure 4-1)

The camera boom has three jack points (frame installation points),
which are used to attach the boom to the helicopters jacking lugs (see
Figure 4-2).

4.4 C~lERA PODS

The forward and aft camera pods have covers, each is secured in position
with four lateral winged "Zeus" fasteners (see Figure 4-3). Do not
attempt to remove or replace the pod covers unless the camera boom is
attached to a helicopter or is raised off the ground. To remove the
covers, turn the zeus fasteners in a counter clockwise direction, and
then slide the covers away from the boom. To replace the pod covers
on the boom, slide the covers over the camera pods and lock the zeus
fasteners in a clockwise direction.

Each pod contains a camera mount, a battery compartment, a pod command
cable and a bulkhead connector (see Figure 4-3). The bottom of each
camera pod has two ports, one of which is aligned with the camera mount
in each pod.

..

The camera mounts are made of anodized aluminum and are designed to hold
the cameras in level alignment. Owing to precision engineering, take
great care when handling or adjusting the components of the camera mount.

4.5 EMERGENCY RELEASE SYSTEM

Under Ministry of Transport regulations, the boom must have a release

mechanism because it is an external load on the helicopter.
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Figure 4-1 Camera boom
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Figure 4-2 Jack point





4.51 ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

The electrical circuit for boom release is controlled by the cargo-hook

release cable of the helicopter. This cable is connected to a break-away
" connector on the boom. From'the break~away connector, a release circuit

cable runs to a solenoid valve (see Figure 4-4).

4.52 NITROGEN SYSTEM
.

The release system utilizes high pressure nitrogen because it is

flammable and is relatively free of contaminants such as water.

nitrogen system consists of a tank, a pressure gauge, a solenoid
and a cylinder (see Figure 4-4).

not
The
valve,

The pressure gauge is positioned between the tank and the solenoid valve.

When tbe system is charged with nitrogen, all sections from the tank to

the solenoid valve are under pressure. On the face of the pressure gauge

are two red indicator lines showing minimum (500 psi) and maximum (750 psi)
operational pressures (see Figure 4-4).

The tank has a valve stem fitted with a locking valve which is

filling the system with pressurized nitrogen. It is advisable

Aircraft Maintenance Engineer, or a person being supervised by
the tank with nitrogen.

used in
that an
one, fi 11

When filling the tank, use a pressure intensifier to reach the 750 psi
required pressure.

To fill an empty tank, remove the protective valve stem cover and attach the
"Shraeder" fitting of the intensifier to the valve stem on the tank. Do

not cross-thread these fittings, hand-tighten them as the use of wrenches

will strip the. threads. Then unlock the locking valve and fill the system

to a nominal 100 psi. All joints and fittings between the tank, pressure

gauge, and solenoid valve are now under pressure and can be bubble tested

for leaks using a soapy solution. If leaks are evident, tighten the

problem fittings. When there are no noticeable leaks in the system, fill

the tank to 750 psi. Then lock the locking valve, detach the shraeder

fitting from the valve stem, and replace the valve stem cover. If very

slow leaks persist in the system, the tank may be refilled up to 750 psi
by following the preceding instructions without bubble testing.

Pressure fittings attach the solenoid valve to the cylinder. This section

of the system is only filled with compressed nitrogen when the release

mechanism is activated. The cylinder contains a T-shaped piston which
is in a retracted position (see Figure 4-4).

l

4.53 STAINLESS STEEL CABLE SYSTEM

Two sets of steel cables are connected to the piston. One cable runs

to the aft release point while the other runs through a pull~1system and
splits to each of the forward release points. At the release points, the
cables are connected to the release pins. All cable connections are

secured by means of nicopress fasteners.
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4.55

RELEASE POINTS

There are three release points; one below each jack point. Each release

_point_consists of a cone inside ~ cup with a release pin (see Figure 4-5)._

The release pin fits matching holes in the cone and the cup, and is held

in position by a retaining biscuit which is lock-wired to the attachment

frame of the boom (see Figure 4-6).

The retaining biscuits are made of red plastic. Each biscuit has two

holes for lock-wiring it to the attachment frame of the boom (see Figure
4-7).

Replace retaining biscuits every 50 hours or earlier when there is evidence

of wear, i.e. discolouration, abrasion, or cracks. To remove a worn biscuit,

cut the lock wire and pull the biscuit off the retaining pin. Never

reinstall a used biscuit. To install a new biscuit, carefully press the

biscuit onto the release pin so that it is positioned in the retaining

groove of the release pin. The biscuits are then lock-wired in position

using a single strand of 0.022 inch lock-wire (see Figure 4-6).

E~ffiRGENCYRELEASE OPERATION

The pilot controls the emergency release of the camera boom by using the

cargo-hook release button on the helicopter collective lever. Because

this release is strictly for emergency use, it is advisable that the

cargo-hook release fuse be disarmed at all times to prevent accidental
release.

To release the boom in an emergency, the pilot arms the release fuse and

pushes the release button on the collective lever. This action closes
the electrical circuit which fires the solenoid valve and releases

pressurized nitrogen into the cylinder. The piston in the cylinder is

then propelled forward pulling the steel cables and their attached

release pins. The release pins are simultaneously withdrawn from the

release points allowing the cups to drop away from the cones. When

the boom is released from the helicopter, the break-away connectors

separate and the boom is jettisoned.

The Ministry of Transport (Canada) has staticly tested and approved

this release system.

4.6 HANDLING AND MAINTENANCE

Always handle the boom with great care to prevent damaging the external

structure and the precision camera mounts inside.

Store the boom off the floor in a clean dry area. The storage area
should be accessible and have clearance sufficient to allow the boom

to be taken in and out of storage safely.
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4.7

A vehicle. used to transport the

racks which are able to support
with centre cradles which allow

p~~v~n! the b~?m from rolling.

The best method of cradling the boom is to pull down'on one end of

the boom and pivot the opposite end into its cradle. Then tie the
boom to the racks with rubber snubs.

boom should be fitted with strong roof

its length and weight. Use roof racks
for easy tie-down to the racks and

Before setting off, tie red flagging tape to the over-hanging aft end

as a warning signal to following traffic. Be constantly aware of the

over-hang whenever driving a vehicle carrying the boom.

Canvas sheaths are used to protect the components of the camera pods
from dust and moisture. Keep the canvas sheaths on the boom whenever
it is not in use.

Plastic covers ("Capl u gs") protect the break-away connectors on the

release circuit cable and the command wiring harness against damage,
dust, and moisture.

Dust
than
with
them

the camera mounts each time the camera is set up and more frequently
this when field conditions make it necessary. Dust the mounts

a large paint brush. If moisture condenses on the mounts, wipe
dry using a clean absorbent cloth.

MODIFICATION POLICY

Do not modify or repair the camera boom or its related equipment without

prior approval from the Director of the Inventory Branch.

L
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5.1

SECTION FIVE

COMMANDSYSTEM

INTRODUCTION

The command system enables an operator to remotely trigger the cameras
from inside the helicopter. This system also allows an operator to
record sequences of exposures as they are taken. to set til~ed intervals
between exposures. and to be signaled of system failure. The command
system consists of a command board and an electrical cable system.
The cable system relays impulses from the command board to the front
and rear cameras.

5.2 CO~~D CABLES

5.21

5.22

The electrical connection between the command board and the cameras
is an umbilical cable. a wiring harness on the boom. and two pod
command cables.

UMBILICAL CABLE

The umbilical cable is equipped with two din plugs at one end. and a
break-away connector at the other. The two din plugs are marked "front"
and "rear" to indicate the respective cameras to which they are attached.
The break-away connector connects the wnbilical cable to the wiring
harness.

WIRING HARNESS

The break-awayconnectoron the wiring harness is situated near the
nitrogen release system. From the break-a\~ay connector. wiring harness
cables run forward and aft to bulkhead connectors in the camera pods.

5.23 POD CO~ffiNDCABLES

The pod command cables plug into the bulkhead connectors. It is best
to leave this connection attached at all times to prevent possible loss
of the pod command cables. The pod command cables complete the connection
from the wiring harness to the cameras with din plugs which fit the
command sockets in each camera.

.

5.3 COMMAND BOARD

5.31

The command board consists of three units which are mounted at the top

of a convenient clip board (see Figure 5-1).

The power required to operate the command board is drawn from the batteries

supplying the cameras. .

COMMANDUNIT

The command unit (Figure 5-1) is designed to trigger simultaneous ex-
posures using two to four cameras although single exposures using one





b'

camera may also be triggered. There are four sockets at the back of

the comnffindunit; always use the right-hand socket which is indexed with

a.green mark on the top of the command unit. On top of the command unit
(there are_four troubleLlights (one,for each socket), the shutter release ">J'..L~
.button for..triggeringc.amera,exposures, and the acc.essorysocket. The ~.~~.,,',."
accessory socket is not used with the camera boom system.

5.32 INTERVALO~ffiTER

5.33

5.4

r.

The intervalometer operates in conjunction with the command unit and

allows an operator to preset timed intervals between sequential

exposures. When the intervalometer is operating, all cameras plugged

into the command unit are triggered simultaneously at preset intervals.
Both dials on the intervalometer operate in seconds. The left dial is

graduated from 2 seconds to 14 seconds whereas the right has two "OFF"

(0) positions and three multiplyer "ON" positions (x 1, x 10, and x 60)

graduated in seconds. Combined settings on the two dials, give a range
of intervals from 2 seconds to 14 minutes.

FRAMECOUNTER

The frame counter registers each exposure. It has two purposes: one
as a record of frame sequences and two as an indicator of how much film

is unexposed in a pair of magazines. To reset the frame counter to

zero, depress the reset button.

OPERATION

The din plugs on the umbilical cable have red index marks for alignment
with similar marks on the sockets of the command unit. The front din

plug is connected to the command unit socket below the green index mark.
The rear din plug is connected to the next socket.

If intervalometer operation for sequential photography is not desired,

put the right intervalometer dial in an "OFF" (0) position.

When the command system, cameras, and batteries are connected, stereo

exposures can be triggered by pushing the release button on the command

unit. When this is done, the front and rear trouble lights briefly
flash on. This indicates camera operation. When the shutters are

recocked and the film advanced for the next stereo exposure, the frame

l

counter registers the exposure.

In the camera boom system, both cameras must complete cycling before another

exposure is triggered. The camera system cycling time is approximately L

1.5 seconds. Monocular exposures may occur if the camera system has
has not cycled completely.

The following is an example of intervalometer operation when an interval

of 3.5 seconds is desired between successive stereo exposures. (Appendix

8) Preset the left intervalometer dial to 3.5 seconds. When you are over

the area where'sequential photography should begin, start interval timing
by turning the right intervalometer dial from an "OFF" (0) position to the
x 1 "ON" position, and immediately push the release button on the command



unit, which initiates the first exposure in sequential photography.

If changes in the duration of the intervals are required during

photography, the left intervalometer dial can be adjusted. To stop

t~e" ~me~asf~p~ t$king sequential photographs, the Iight intervalometer

dial" is returned to an "OFF" (0) position.
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SECTION SIX

INSTALLATION OF SYSTEM

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The camera boom system is designed to fit ridgedly to a Bell Jetranger
11, 206-B Helicopter. The helicopter must be equipped with extended
skid gear and the cargo hook must be removed.

6.2 CAMERABOOMINSTALLATION ON HELICOPTER

To attach the boom, slide it under the helicopter
creeper when possible) until the two forward jack
forward jacking lugs of the helicopter. The rear
line with the aft jacking lug.

from the rear (use a
points line up with the
jack point should be in

Take care not to damage the underside of the helicopter~

First attach the boom at the rear of the helicopter by carefully lifting
the boom until the aft jack point fits around the aft jacking lug. The
bolt, bushings and washers must be put into place in the proper order and
the nut attached (see Figure 6-1). It is important not to overtighten
the nut, as this could damage the bolt thread.

Second, attach the boom at the two forward jacking lugs in a similar manner.
Put the bolts in so that the nuts face out from the helicopter; this makes
it easier to check the nut for tightness before flight.

Third, connect the release system of the boom to the cargo hook release
cable (Section 4.51).

6.3 INSTALLATIONOF CAMERASON CAMERABOOM

Install cameras on the camera boom as follows:

Remove camera pod cover (Section 4.4).
Loosen the locking screws that hold the leveling screws in place
(Figure 6-2).
Loosen the sliding mount screws.
Remove moisture or dust on or around
Attach the camera lens to the camera
boom (Section 2.5). Also remove the
required.
If internal batteries are to be used, then place them in the camera
body before installing the cameras on the boom (Section 2.61).
If external batteries are to be used, then replace the battery cover
with the motorhousing panel (Section 2.62).
The camera should be test-fired by:
1. connecting the battery supply to the camera,
2. removing the reseau plate cover (see Section 2.21), and
3. firing the camera manually, by pressing the release button.
Replace the reseau plate cover after test-firing.

the camera mount.
body before mounting on the
lens cap and attach any filters

A.
B.

C.
D.
E.

F.

G.

r
H.

I.
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1 leveling screw
2 mounting plate
3 sliding mount
4 sliding mount screw

5 captivated screw
6 fixed mount

7 locking screw
8 retaining plate

Figure 6-2 Camera mount
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J. Place the .camera body over the camera mounting plate so that the
back of the camera is in line with the fixed mount (see Figure 6-2)

and attach the camera body to the fixed mount with the captivated screw.

Handtighten the captivated screw to secure the camera body to the

fixed mount. . Then move the sliding mount into alignment with the
accessory adaptor plate on the front of the camera. Holding the

sliding mount securely against the camera, tighten the sliding
mount screws by hand. Recheck to make sure there is no looseness

between the camera body and mount, (see Figure 6-3).

K. Connect the pod command cable to the command socket on the camera,

thereby hooking the camera to the booms electrical system (see

Section 5.23).

6.4 SYSTEM CHECKS

The operation of the cameras using the boom's electrical system must

be checked before leveling and other procedures progress. You're

wasting time if the cameras won't fire together. Check the electrical
system by:

A. Connecting the umbilical cable to the command board and to the boom

(see Section 5.2). The electrical system for both cameras is now
connected.

B. Removing the reseau plate covers to' allow the camera motor drive to

operate (see Section 2.21).

C. Setting the operation selector dial and lever on "0" (normal operation),
(see Section 2.24).

D. Checking that the cameras are \vorking properly. To do this, trigger

the cameras from the command board (see Section 5.12), and check that

both cameras fire simultaneously and that the shutters are opening by

looking down through the reseau plate of each camera. (Even at 1/500

sec., you should be able to see the shutter operate).

After the system check replace the reseau plate covers. The covers

should always be put back on the res eau plate to protect it.

6.5 CAMERAALIGNMENT

Camera alignment refers to the levelling of the two cameras relative

to each other. It is very important for the stereo model that the

focal axes of the two cameras form parallel axes.

To level the cameras

on flat level ground

good place). In the

possible.

on the boom, it is best that the helicopter is

and out of the wind (a helicopter hanger is a

field, pick as flat and sheltered an area as

.
I
I
~

L

6.51 CAMERA LEVEL

Put a piece of fine q~ality paper (lens paper) on the reseau plate to

protect it, and then, on top of the paper, place the camera level

(see Figure 6-4). The level must sit flat on the reseau plate; do

not allow its feet to overhang the reseau plate.
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1 sliding mount
2 fixed mount
3 leveling screw
4 locking screw

...

Figure 6-3 Camera installed in camera mount
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Figure 6-4 Camera level
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6.52 LEVELLING

With the level in place on the reseau plate (see Figure 6-5), the

actual levelling of the camera is done by adjusting the three

levelling screws €see:~F1.glJ.:r;e:.6o:.,2}..- ,""",.h _. .-,.,'>..~. ..

The level should be placed the same way on both cameras. When the

levelling screws are turned in a clock-wise direction, the camera
mount is raised. Use a combination of these screws to achieve a

level state for the camera. The setting of the screws is different
each time the camera is leveled. Take care not to screw the camera

mounting plate down tight on the retaining plate, (see Figure 6-5).

Once the camera is level, carefully tighten each of the locking screws.

Overtightening of anyone of the locking screws might offset the
camera level. Once the levelling screws are secure, remove the level

and paper. Replace the reseau plate cover.

Repeat this procedure to level the other camera.

A true level means that the level can be turned in any direction on

the reseau plate and remain level: this provides a check to see if
the level itself is level.

6.6 INSTALLATION OF MAGAZINES

Before the magazines are placed on the cameras, make sure they are

prop~rly loaded~ indexed and identified, (see Section 3.6).

Remove the magazine cover and reseau plate cover. Make sure the

reseau plate is clean, (use lens paper or light brush only). When

placing a magazine on the camera body, first insert the back edge

of the magazine into the magazine holder ridge. Then secure the

front of the magazine with the claws of the magazine catch, (see
Section 2.5 and Figure 6-6).

When both cameras have the magazines installed, (see Figure 6-7) fire

them twice from the command board to test the magazines for film

advancement. The film transport indicator, must advance completely
from white to red to white to indicate full advancement of the film

(see Section 2.4). This also removes any film that may have been
light damaged while installing the magazines.

If more than one pair of magazines are necessary to complete a job,

the magazines will have to be changed. To take the magazines off

the camera, follow the procedure in section 7.2. .

1

6.7 EXPOSURESETTING

Determining and setting the correct exposure is the key to high quality
photographs.

n
To determinecorrect exposureuse a lightmeter(exposuremeter) and
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1 camera mounting plate
2 leveling screw
3 retaining plate
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Figure 6-5 Levelling camera
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1 magazine catch

2 magazine holder ridge
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Figure 6-6 Installing the magazine
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a Kodak neutral test card (grey card). The grey card
area of known reflectance (18%). When a grey card is
lightmeter readings from surfaces similar to those to

e.g. forest areas. Obtain correct exposure by:

provides a neutral
not available, take
be photographed,

A. placing the grey card in the shade (e.g. of the helicopter), since
it is important that the exposure penetrates the forest to the

ground but without washing out the tree tops,

B. setting the ASA setting (film speed setting) on the lightmeter (see

instructions for the meter) to that of the particular film to be used,

C. pointing the lightmeter at the grey card from a distance of approximately
30 to 40 cm away,

O. noting from the indicator of the lightmeter the combinations of shutter

speeds and lens openings (f/stops) available for the available light.

To set exposure on the cameras, the helicopter has to be on the ground.
Therefore, to adjust exposure for marked changes in the amount of available

light during flying, one has to land. Always use a shutter speed of 1/500

second except in very poor lighting when a speed of 1/250 second may be
used at very slow air speed. Do not use any other shutter speed.

Set exposure as follows:

A. Find the shutter-speed ring and the diaphragm (f/stop) ring on the

lens by looking down between the camera body and the camera mounting
plate on the boom (see Figure 6-8).

B. Set the desired f/stop against the index by rotating the diaphragm
ring.

C. Set the desired shutter speed against the index by rotating the shutter-
speed ring.

The depth of field indicator (see Figure 2-5) on the 100 mm f/3.5 Planar
lens is fixed, and it is permanently focused at infinity. However the
60 mm f/5.6 Biogon lens has a variable focus and must be checked to

insure that it is set at infinity.

6.8 PRE-FLIGHTCHECK

Before putting the camera pod covers back on, it is advisable to run
some pre-flight checks:

Check each of the jack-points (see Section 6.11), to make sure the

boom is secure on the helicopter.

Check the retaining biscuits, (see Section 4.14), for any movement
or wear.

Check that the breakway connector and the umbilical cable are properly
connected.

Make sure the

proper filter
Make sure the

each camera.

properly set.

Record information concerning film type, ASA, shutter speed, f/stop,
magazine numbers being used, weather and any other useful data.
Make sure all Zeus fasteners are locked on securely. When putting

lens cap has been removed from each camera and the

put on securely.

correct shutter speed and f/stop are set correctly for
For the Biogon 60 mm lens, make sure the focus is

A.

B.

C.

O.

E.

r
F.

G.



1

1 view to set lens shutter-speedring and diaphragm ring

..

Figure 6-8 Exposure settings



on the camera pod covers (see Section 4.4).

H. Brief the pilot on th~ details'of the flight before take-off.

I. Ensure that the cameras are functioning properly shortly after

take-off. If~.t-aTget'sare to' 15~"phO'tb.graphed,:do this at the start

and again at the end of the flight (see Section 8.41).
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SECTION SEVEN, ,
I

POST FLIGHT PROCEDURE

7.1 SYSTEM SHUT-DOWN

"Shut-down" is the condition in

flying is finished for the day.

on the progress of the job, the

of the helicopter.

which the boom and cameras are left when

Shut-down can take various forms depending

prevailing weather and on the availability

7.2 MAGAZINES

To remove magazines, reverse the procedure outlined in section 6.6.
Before removing the magazine, advance any remaining film (this protects

the film from light damage) by turning the film advancement key (see

Section 2.13), completely two or three times. Do this even if you

think the film has completely advanced through the magazine. As soon

as the magazine is off the camera, put on the magazine and reseau plate

covers. To prevent condensation on the film, never leave magazines on
the cameras in the boom overnight.

7.3 CAMERAS

The extent to which cameras are shut-down depends on the stage of
job completion and on the weather. Two options are available:

partial and complete shut-do\vn.

Partial Shut-down - If it is the end of a day's work but the job is

not finished and if the weather is fine, then merely remove the lens to

protect it from moisture or cold. Even in dry hot weather the lens
should not be left on the cameras overnight.

To remove the lens, hold it with one hand and push the lens release
button (see Figure 2-4). Turn the lens slowly in an anticlockwise
direction until it disengages. Fit the body cap, (see Section 2.26),

into the camera body and put the lens caps on the lens and store it in
the camera case.

Complete Shut-down - If the weather is poor, remove the camera body

first, disconnect the command and battery cables. To remove the

camera body from the mount, loosen the sliding mount screws and disengage

the sliding mount from the camera accessory adaptor plate. Then, holding

the camera body with one hand, loosen the captivated screw to release

the camera body from the fixed mount. With the camera body and lens apart,

make sure all necessary caps and covers are in place, and pack the camera
in its case.

I
.

Remember to tighten down the sliding mount screws and to secure the pod

command cable ready for transport.



7.4 BATTERIES

At the end of each day, remove external batteries from the camera

boom because cold temperatures can greatly reduce their power. Keep

a record of the number of exposures for external and internal batteries

so that you will know when to replace or to recharge them.

To remove internal batteries, the camera must be removed from the mount.

To remove external batteries disengage the clips on the battery com-

partment and lift the battery out (see Figure 4-3).

7.S CAMERABOOM

Securing the camera boom for the night may mean only putting the camera

pod covers on.

If the job is finished or the helicopter is needed for other work, the
boom must be removed.

Before disengaging the boom, remove the cameras and batteries and put

on the pod covers.

To remove the boom, first disconnect the umbilical cable and the cargo

hook release cable. Then disconnect the forward jack point from the

forward jacking lugs on each side of the boom and slowly lower the boom

to the ground. Now, disconnect the aft jack point from the aft jacking

lug and lower the boom slowly. It is important to put back together

all pieces of the bolt assembly in the jack point (see Figure 6-1).

Finally remove the boom carefully from the aft end of the helicopter.

I

I
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SECTION EIGHT

GROUND CONTROL OF AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY

8.1 INTRODUCTION

Two factors may influence the precision of results obtained from camera
boom stereo photographs: camera synchronization and camera alignment.

Camera synchronization refers to the instantaneous operation of the two
camera shutters. Synchronization is a minor problem in the camera boom
system.

Camera alignment refers to
axes, which is achieved in
is critical in this system
to ensure precise results.

the parallel alignment of the camera's focal
the camera leveling procedure. Camera alignment
and the procedures which follo\~ are necessary

By photographing a target course, the effects of minor alignment and
synchronization problems can be corrected. Photo measurements of the
target course are compared with empirical values to obtain vertical
and horizontal correction factors. These factors are used to correct
the photo measurements taken from operational photographs.

8.2 TARGET PANELS

Because targets must be visible from the helicopter and distinguishable
from their surroundings on photograph~ target panels are painted with
a flat black and flat yellow pattern. A target panel is made of 19 ~n
thick plywood and is 40 cm x 40 cm square (see Figure 8-1).

8.3 TARGET COURSE

A target course is a configuration of target panels which form
horizontal and vertical targets.

Horizontal targets. Target panels are laid out in two rows of five
panels each; one panel may be common to both rows. The rows must form
straight lines at right angles to each other. Horizontal targets are
laid out in a +, T, or L configuration with a distance of 5 m between
the centres of each target panel. We recommend the + configuration as
it allows photography to capture the greatest number of target panels
near the centre of a stereo photograph (see Figure 8-2).

Vertical targets. A vertical target consists of a pole with top and
bottom target panels. Vertical correction factors are more accurately
determined as the distance between target panels increases. The minimum
distance between top and bottom target panels is 6 m (see Figure 8-3).

('
A vertical target must be positioned so that it is secure, perpendicular
to level ground, and central to the horizontal targets. Only one
vertical target is required in a target course (see Figure 8-2).
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To construct a target course, a minimum area of 20 m x 20 m is required.

When possible, construct a permanent target course as close to the main

operations base as possible.

If this is not feasible, set up a temporary target course near the flight

base and away from areas where helicopter wash or vehicle traffic might

displace targets.

To obtain clearly visible targets on photography, place vertical and

horizontal targets on relatively level ground away from objects which

may obscure their view from the air.

Measure all distances in a target course precisely to the nearest
centimeter.

Describe each target course in a permanent record. Include in this record

a sketch map of target placement with vertical and horizontal measurements

clearly identified.

If a proper target course is not available, use suitable objects instead of

target panels. The exact points of measurement on such objects must be

discernible on photography and clearly recorded.

8.4 PHOTOGRAPHING.THE.TARGET COURSE

Photograph the target course during each day of a photographic operation;

this is essential to obtain precise distances from operational photography.

The following rules apply to target course photography;

A. Flying height above ground and forward ground speed must be constant.

B. The helicopter must be in level flight without tip or tilt.

C. The flight pass must align \vith a row of horizontal targets and should

pass directly over the centre of the target course.

8.41 PROCEDURES

Before photographing a target course, determine the following:

A. flying height above ground.
B. forward ground speed.

A. Flying height above ground. Flying height may range from SO m to
ISO m above ground.

Photograph the target course at a flying height (or heights) above
ground similar to those desired during operational photography.

The choice of flying heights above ground depends on:

n
(1) the height of stands to be photographed,and



(2) the type of information required from operational photography.

(1) and (2) determine the choice of photo scale from which flying
height above ground is determined (Appendix 4-).

B. Forward ground speed. Maximum forward ground speed is determined
relative to flying height above ground, and need not exceed 30 mi./hr.

Determine the maximum forward grvund speed by referring to Appendix ~
Remember that readings fron the helicopter's air speed indicator

are a result of both forward ground speed and wind velocity.

Brief the pilot. The pilot must know what is required before

target course photography commences:

A. the flying height above ground and forward ground speed desired.

B. constant flying height and forward ground speed, level flight,
and alignment over the target course.

The following procedure is used to achieve the desired flying height

above ground in a helicopter. Have the pilot note his altimeter

reading at the same altitude as the target course. Add the desired

flying height above ground to the noted altimeter reading to obtain

the required altimeter reading during target course photography.

When airborn, the direction of a flight pass over the target course

can be chosen. Sufficient distance from the target course is required
to navigate a direct pass. Line up the view of the target course so'

that it will pass between the pilot's foot pedals. Communication

between the operator and pilot is essential during navigation.

Know when you are over the target course. There are two methods

which aid an operator in determining when the helicopter is directly

over the target course.

Method 1

A. Select a clearly defined object from the helicopter. The object

must be at right angles to the flight pass and must line up with
the centre of the target course.

B. When the object can be viewed at a right angle through the

operator's door window, the target course is directly below the

helicopter.

I

i

Method 2 (see Appendix 7 for a full explanation) L

A. Interpolate the required time elapse from the graph in Appendix

7 using the correct flying height above ground and forward ground

speed.

B. When the target course disappears from view, count off the number

of seconds of time elapse.

Taking photographs. Three stereo photographs should be taken during

a pass to ensure that the target course photograph is obtained. Take

the photographs with sufficient time between them for camera system

cycling. The second of three successive photographs should be directly
over the target course.
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SECTION NINE

OPERATION RECORDS

9.1 INTRODUCTION

Accurate records of 70 mm photography are essential to future use of

stereo photographs. If the exact location of photography and the

number of photographs taken are not recorded properly, then the photo-
graphic operation is a waste of time.

9.2 OPERATIONL~

The operation log is a book kept by the camera operator in which all

information about a days flying is recorded.

Information to be recorded includes:

Flight Plan #
Date
Time

Magazine #s.
Film type
Film speed (ASA)
flstop, shutter speed
Filters
Camera # Front-Rear
Weather
Total Hrs. Flown
Camera Problems

Approx. total number frames
Approx. number frames per batteries

It is most important to record by number what magazine numbers belong

to which flight plans; to record the correct ASA and exposure settings

of the camera for later processing of the film; and to record any

changes made during the course of the flight or the day should be noted.

9.3 FLIG~ITPLAN RECORD

The flight plan record describes a length of film frame by frame and

is kept by the camera operator during actual flight (see Appendix 11).

Fill out in advance of flying the project name, the flight plan number,

the AIC number and B.C. photo number. Record air calls on every other
line. and, during the flight plan, fill out only the two columns headed'

"No. of frames" (per air call) and "Counter No.". Read the counter
number from the command board. Do not fill out "Final Roll No." and

the column headed "Final Frame No." on this form in the field.

If extra air calls are required during flight then record them either

between the scheduled air call on every other line or on the back of
the form.



9.4

r
FILr-! RECORD

A film record is a permanent daily record of film types used. On it

is recorded ASA, exposvre settings, and which magazines correspond to

what flight plans (see Appendix 11).

,
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Chart 10-1 System failure
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10.1

SECTION TEN

SYSTEM FAILURES

INTRODUCTION

From time to time problems occur with the cameras, the command board

and the camera boom. Before shipping the camera for repair, there are
some checks that can be carried out.

10.2 CAMERAS

10.21

10.22

Before inst~lling the cameras in the boom, make some basic checks. Make

these same checks before shipping the cameras for repair.

CAMERA BODY

A. Batteries

1. Internal

a) are they charged?
b) are they in the correct way?

2. External

a) are they charged?
b) are they properly connected?

B. Fuse - is the fuse found in the battery compartment of the camera
alright?

C. Selector Dial and Lever - are the selector dial and lever in the

"0" (normal operation) setting for
proper firing of the cameras?

D. Reseau Plate Cover - has the reseau plate cover been removed so
that the registration pin of the camera's

motor drive can cycle?

If the registration pin and film transport gear are not cycling, send

the camera body to the appropriate agency for repairs (see Appendix 13).
DO NOT TRY TO FORCE ANY COMPONENTS OF THE C~1ERA.

LENSES

If the lens won't fit the camera body, the problem could be that:

A. The lens is not properlycocked (see Section 2.5).



B. The operation selector lever is at the "1''',time exposure setting.
The lens can not be attached or removed in this position.

If the lens is locked on the camera body and won't fire or can't be

removed, then:

A. Check that power supply may have been disrupted (e.g. dead battery).

The camera's mechanism can be triggered without battery power but
can not be recocked. The lens can neither be attached nor removed

in this position. To correct, set the operation selector level

"0", insert a charged battery and make sure fuse is in place. Khen

the battery cover is replaced. shutter cocking and film advance start

immediately and the camera will operate nOTIla11y again.

B. Check th~t you are depressing the lens release button and not the
shutter release button. DO NOT TRY TO FORCE THE LENS FROM THE
CM1ERABODY.

10.23 MA.GAZINES

If the film is not properly advancing in the magazines:

A. Check that the film transport signal is white (see Section 3.6).
If the signal is not all white the film can not advance. Use the
film advance key to correct this.

r B. Check the cameras by firing with the magazine off. This is to see
if the problem is with the camera body and not the magazine.

C. It may be necessary to put the magazine back in the film chaDge

bag and check that the film is properly loaded in the magazine (see
Section 3.6).

Any repairs to magazines should be done only by appropriate agencles.

10.3 CO~~~ND BOARD

The command board controls the cameras operation from inside the

helicopter. The trouble lights on the command unit (see Section 5),

indicate camera operation. These lights should come on briefly each time
the cameras are fired. If one or both of the trouble lights fails to

operate properly, there are a number of areas that can be checked (see

Chart 10-1).

10.4 CAMERABOOM

System failures related to the camera boom primarily involve either th~

electrical system or the release system. There is little that can be

done in the field if problems of this nature develop.

"Zeus" screws - If for some reason a "Zeus" screw was to \lIearout or

give-way, check to see if it can be refastened safely. If not, remove
the camera pod cover, and take out the camera and battery. Se<;:urethe

movable parts of the camera mounts and return to base.



Chart 10-1 System failure

COMMANDUNIT
I
I

! TROUBLE LIGHTS r

, '\

/ \,
LIGHT STAYS OFF LIGHT STAYS ON

J l
L
I

f
!
i
I

i
I

J
INTERV ALm1ETER ,

RIGHT DIN SOCKET - FRONT CAMERA
LEFT DI~ SOCKET- REARCA}ffiRA
DIN PLUG IN WRO~GSOCKET

(Section 5.4)
LIGHT BULB BURNT OUT
ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS NOT ~~DE
NO BATTERY POWER
C.A..,\ffiRA FUSE

r

COMMAND BOARD

f
FRA}1E COUNTER

RIGHT DI~ SOCKET - FRO~~ Cfu~ERA
LEFT DIN SOCKET- REAR CA}1ERA
~~GAZINE OUT OF FILM
FILM NOT ADVANCING

(Section 10.23)
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-If a hard landing occurs, check that no parts of the release system

have been damaged. Damaged or worn biscuits must be replaced and

properly lockwired. If any part of the release system is damaged

in the field, do not repair with makeshift parts. If necessary,

detach the boom and leave it in the field until the proper parts or

equipment are obtained.

Hard landings can also cause misalignment of the two cameras relative

to each other. It may be necessary to re-level the two cameras at

the earliest opportunity. Also, if a hard landing occurs, check the

lens shutters by removing the magazines from the camera bodies and

by watching the shutters for proper operation.
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APPENDIX 2

IMAGE MOTION

Image motion is the amount of movement of the image across the film plane of

the camera as a result of the forward motion of the helicopter. It is directly

proprotional to the camera focal length, the helicopter velocity and to the

shutter speed, and inversely proportional to the height above ground. Additional

image motion may also be caused by the rotational movement of the helicopter. .

Image motion = ftG x CV x S)

In order to minimize image motion it is important to choose the correct combin-

ation of flying height, helicopter velocity and shutter speed. An image motion
of 0.04 mm or less is required for usable photography.

L

f = cameras focal length in mm.
HG = flying height ground in metres
V = velocity in rn/sec.
S = shutter speed in seconds
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APPENDIX 3

DEPTH OF FIELD

The depth of field for the 100 mm lens is calculated as follows:

(Focal length (F)2

ef stop X circle of confusion)

The circle of confusion as given by the lens manufacturer is 0.033 mm.

Example:

With an f stop of 3.5, objects 86.58 metres to 00 are in focus.

1002
3.5 X 0.033

= 86580 mm = 86.58 metres

The graph or calculation is a guide and applied only to the 100 mm
lens with fixed focus.

r
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Append ix 4

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FLYING HEIGHT AND PHOTO SCALE

I

l
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PHOTO IMAGE ON THE GROUND
TO FLYING HEIGHT
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APPENDI X 6

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FLYING HEIGHT AND MODEL AREA

Camera MK70

Lens (f) 100 mm

Exposed film format 53 mm X 53 mm

Dimension of the Stereo Model

in x direction: HG X 53 _ 6.1 = Mx
f

in y direction: HG X 53 = My
f

Mx = 130 X 53

100
- 6.1 = 62.8 m

My = 130 X 53
~O() = 68.9m

Area = 62.8 X 68.9

10,000
= 0.43 Hectares

Area in hectares: Mx X Mx
10,000

Example:

HG = 130 m
f = 100 mm





APPENDIX 7

TIME ELAPSE

Khen in flight, an operator's view of an object is obscured when the object
disappears from view below the operators feet. The angle of obscured view

refers to the angle defined between the point of disappearance and vertical
positioning. This angle yields a distance on the ground which must be

traveled before an object is directly under the helicopter. Time elapse
is the time required to travel this distance for a given flying height

above ground and forward ground speed.

The following formula and graph of time elapse is applicable when an
operator leans forward reducing the angle of obscured view to 260.

Time elapse =
o

(Tan 26 X HG) + 1.3 m
v

angle of obscured view

flying height above ground in m

m = meter

v = velocity, forward ground speed in m/s (see Appendix 10)
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APPENDIX 8

TIME I:-:ITERVALSFOR OVERLAP PHOTOGRAPHY

The time interval may be calculated as follows:

. (1 - P)
100

where: SI = frame size

mb = photo scale figure

VG = ground speed in metre per second

P = % overlap

The appendix provides graphs for 60 mm and 100 mm lenses, flying heights of up

to 400 feet (122 m) and ground speeds of 20, 40, 50, 60, 80 and 100 miles per
hour.

r
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APPENDIX 9

SUN ANGLE TABLES

The Sun Angle Tales are for Latitude 45.00, 50.00, 55.00 and 60.00 Degrees
North. The duration of a given sun agle is in hours and minutes. The dates
are in 10 day intervals.

How to use the tables:

Example: Latitude: 45.00 DegreesNorth
Date: June 20

Sun Angle: 50 degrees
Duration from table is 5 hrs., 33
The duration of the 50 Degree sun
from 9:11 to 14:46 Standard Time.

min. (5.33)

angle is

The time of day photographyis possible and greatly influenced by the terrain
slope and the type of ground cover (tree height and density). In areas with
tree cover a sun angle of 30 Degrees should be considered as a minimum.

Tables from: Information Bulletin, Airborne Operation
Third Edition July 1977
Energy, Mines and Resources Canada.

r



SU ANGLE TABLES-.-.---

DURATION OF SUN ANGLE

Latitude 45.00 Degrees North

Date Sun Angle in Degrees
0 10 15 20 25 30 40 50 60

Jan 1 8: 39 6:10 4: 37 2:25
Ja n 11 8:5 1 6:26 4:5 8 3:02
Jan 21 9:09 6:5 0 5:28 3:47
Jan 31 9:31 7:19 6:03 4: 35 2:33
Fe b 10 9:5 8 7:51 6:41 5:22 3:4 6 0:5 3
Feb 20 10:27 8:25 7:19 6:08 4:47 3:02
Mar 2 10:58 9:00 7:5 8 6:52 5:40 4:16
Ha r. 1 2 1 1: 3 0 9:34 8:35 7:33 6:27 5:14 1:4 0
Har 22 12:03 10:09 9:11 8:12 7:10 6:04 3:24
Apr 1 12:3510:42 9:4 5 8:47 7:48 6:4 6 4:27

Apr 11 13:07 11:13 10:16 9:19 8:21 7:22 5:15 2:27

Apr 21 13:37 11:41 10:45 9:48 8:51 7:5 4 5:5 3 3:31

May 1 14:06 12:08 11:10 10:14 9:1 7 :20 6:23 4:13 0: 35

1'1ay 11 14: 3 2 1 2: 3 1 11: 3 3 10: 3 5 9:39 8:42 6:4 7 4:44 2:06

Hay 2114:5412:5011:5110:53 9:5 6 8:59 7:0 6 5:0 6 2:46
May 31 15:11 13:04 12:04 11:06 10:09 9:12 7:19 5:21 3:09

, Jun 1015:22 13:1312:1311:1410':17 9:20 7:26 5:30 3:21
Jun 20 15:26 13:16 12:16 11:17' 10:19 9:22 7:29 5: 33 3:25
Jun 30 15:22 13:14 12:1311:14 10:17 9:20 7:27 5:31 3:22
Ju 1 10 15: 1 2 13: 05 12: 0 5 11: 07 10: 0 9 9:1 3 7:19 5:22 3:10
Ju 1 20 14:55 12:51 11:52 10:54 9:5 7 9:0 0 7:0 6 5:07 2:47
Jul 30 14:33 12:32 11:34 10:37 9:4 0 8:43 6:4 8 4:4 6 2:09

Aug 9 14:08 12:09 11:12 10:15 9:18 8:22 6:25 4:16 0:47

A ug 1 9 1 3: 3 9 11: 4 3 1 0: 4 6 9:50 8:53 7:5 5 5:5 5 3:34

Aug 29 13:09 11:14 10:18 9,:21 8:2 3 7:24 5:17 2:32 .

Sep 8 12:37 10:44 9: 4 7 8: 4 9 7:5 0 6:48 4:30

tSep 18 12:05 10:11 9:13 8:14 7:12 6:07 3:29
Sep 28 11: 32 9:37 8:38 7:36 6:31 5:19 1:53

IOct 8 11:01 9:03 8:01 6:55 5:44 4:21
. Qc t 1 8 1 0: 3 0 8:28 7:23 6:12 4:5 2 3:10 I

Oc t 2 8 1 0: 0 0 7: 5 4 6:44 5:26 3:5 2 1:13 ,

Nov 7 9:34 7:21 6:0 6 4: 39 2:4 0

I

Nov 17 9:10 6:52 5:31 3:5 1 0:41
Nov 27 8:52 6:28 5:01 3:06
Dec 7 8:39 6:11 4: '39 2:28

;

"
Dec 17 8:34 6: 0 3 4:28 2:07 R
Dec 27 8: '35 6: 05 4: 31 2: 1 3

''.'
.

tJ

r
,ft

r:
f1

i''
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SUN_-!ABhES

DURATION OF SUN NJGLE

r.-.;;L..)t -:. t.,,. I, '1,.0 .J:O:.' 1_ "'La'titude 55.00 Degrees North , .

Da te Sun Angle in Degrees
0 10 15 20 25 30 40 50 60

Jan 1 7:01 2:4 6
Jan 11 7:20 3:28
Jan 21 7:49 4:20
Jan 31 8:24 5:16 2:56
Feb 10 9:04 6:12 4: 22 1:0 2
Feb 20 9:4 6 7:07 5: 33 3:"32
l>1ar 2 10: 31 8:01 6:-,7 5:0 0 2:46
Ma r 1 2 11: 1 7 8:5 3 7: 35 6:1 0 4: 30 1:58
f-1ar 22 1 2: 0 4 9:43 8: 30 7:12 5:47 4:0 3

Apr 1 12:5010:30 9:19 8:06 6:4 8 5:21
Apr 11 13:36 11:15 10:05 8:5 4 7:4 0 6:21 2:59
Apr 21 14: 2 0 11: 56 10: 4 6 9: 36 8:25 7:11 4:20

Hay 1 15:0312:3411:2310:14 9: 0 "3 7: 5 2 5:15 0: 44

Ha y 11 1 5: 4 2 1 3: 0 7 11 :5 6 10: 4 5 9: 35 8:25 5:5 6 2:41
Ha y 2 1 16:.1613:3512:22 11:1110:01 8:51 6:26 3:32
Ha y 3 1 1 6 :4 3 1 3: 5 7 .12 :4 2 11: 3 0 1 0: 2 0 9:10 6:4 7 4:0 3
Jun 10 17:00 14:1012:5411:4210:11 9:22 7:0 0 4:20
Jun 20 17:07 14:1512:5911:4610:35 9:26 7:04 4:26
Jun 3017:01 14:1112:5511:4210:12 9:22 7:0 0 4:21
Ju1 1016:4413:5812:4311:31 10:21 9: 11 6:48 4:05
Jul 20 16:1813:37 12:2311:12 10:0 2 8:53 6:28 3:35
Jul 30 15:4413:09 11:57 10:47 9: 37 8:27 5:5 8 2:45
Aug 9 15:05 12:36 11:26 10:16 9:06 7:54 5:18 1:0 0

Aug 19 14:23 11:59 10:49 9: -,9 8:28 7:14 4:24

A.ug 2 9 13:39 11:17 10:08 8:5 7 7:4 3 6:25 3:0 6
Sep 812:5310:33 9:22 8:09 6:51 5:25
Sep 18 12:07 9:46 8:33 7:1 6 5:51 4:0 9
Sep 28 11: 21 8:5 7 7:40 6:16 4: 37 2:14
Oct 8 10:35 8:06 6:42 5:06 2:57

. Oc t 1 8 9:5 0 7:12 5:39 3:4 1
Oct 28 9:07 6:17 4:28 1:25
Nov 7 8:27 5:21 3:04
Nov 17 7:52 4:25 0:4 7
Nov 27 7: 2-' 3:32

lDec 7 7:02 2:49
De c 1 7 6:5 3 2:25
De c 27 6:5 5 2:31 '"



UN tiQ_'!'.ABhES

-
DURATION OF S UN ANGLE

Latitude 60.00 Degrees rorth

Date Sun Ang le in Degrees
0 10 15 20 25 30 40 50 60

Jan 1 5:41
Ja n 11 6:08
Ja n 21 6:47
Jan 31 7:33 3:11
Feb 10 6:23 4;44 1:07
Feb 20 9:17 6:03 3:5 1
Mar 2 10: 12 7: 14 5:28 3:01
Ha r 1 2 11:03 8:20 6:4 6 4:5 6 2: 10
Na r 2 2 1 2: 0 5 9:23 7:57 6:2 2 4:28 1:11
Apr 1 13:01 10:20 8:5 8 7: 31 5:5 5 3.:57
Apr 11 13:5711:14 9:54 8:31 7:0 4 5:25
Apr 21 14:51 12: 05 10:45 9:24 8:01 6:32 2:29

May 1 15:4512:51 11:'3010:10 8:4 9 7: 24 4:04
May 11 16:35 13:32 12:09 10:4 8 9:28 8:07 5:04

l1ay 21 17:20 14:0612:41 11:2010:00 8: 39 5:4 6 1:01

Ma y 3 1 1 7: 5 7 1 4: 3 3 1 3 :0 6 1 1: 4 3 10: 2 3 9:0 3 6:14 2:24
Jun 1 0 18: 21 14:4913:21 11:5810:37 9:17 6:30 2:5 7
Jun 2018:3014:5513:2612:03 10:42 9:22 6:36 3:07

r-- Jun 30 18:22 14:50 13:22 11:5,810:37 9:17 6:31 2:5 8
Ju 1 10 17: 5 9 14: 34 13:07 11:44 10:24 9:04 6:15 2:27
Jul 20 17:22 14:08 12:43 11:22 10:01 8:4 1 5:4 8 1: 1 0
Jul 30 16:3813:3412:11 10:51 9:31 8:09 5:07

Aug 9 15:48 12:54 11:32 10:12 8:5 1 7:27 4:09

Aug 19 14:55 12:08 10:48 9:27 8:0 4 6:'35 2:37
Aug 29 14:00 11:18 9:5 7 8:35 7:0 8 5: 30
Sep 8 13:05 10:24 9:02 7: 35 6:00 4:0 3

Sep 18 12:09 9:27 8:0 1 6:27 4:34 1: 31

Sep 2811:13 8:26 6:5 3 5:04 2:27
Oct 8 10:17 7:20 5:35 3:14
Oct 18 9:22 6:10 4:01
Oct 28 8:28 4:52 1:32
Nov 7 7: 37 3:20
Nov 17 6:5 0 0:51
Nov 27 6:11
Dec 7 5:43
Dec 17 5:29
Dec 27 5: 33



APPENDIX 10

CONVERSION TABLES

VELOCITY

The table refers to the distance covered on the ground in metres per

second for a given ground speed in miles per hour.

Example: 35 mi/h = 15.64 m/s

I..

...

Symbols

m = metre

km = kilometer

ft = foot
mi = mile

s = second

h = hour



APPENDIX 10

CONVERSION TABLE

mi/h to m/s

r

Velocity Conversion Factors

r

.._

m.p.r. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

!O O.Q 0.4.47 0.f?9 1. 3ft 1. 79 2.23 2.68 3.13 3.58 f.02,., I I
. 6.2

)

10 - 4.1.7 4.92 5.36 5.81 .6.70 7.15 7.60 8.05 8.49

20 8.94 9.39 9.83 10.28 10.73 11.17 11.62 12.07 12.52 12.96

30 13.41 13.86 14.30 14.75 15.20 15.64 16.09 16.54 16.99 17.43-
40 17.88 18.33 18.77 19.22 19.67 20.11 20.56 21.01 21.46 21.90

50 22.35 22.80 23.24 23.69 24.11. 24.58 25.03 25.48 25.93 26.37

60 26.82 27.27 27.71 28.16 28.61 29.05 29.50 29.95 30.40 30.84

70 31.29 31.74 32.18 32.63 33.08 33.52 33.97 34.42 34.87 35.31

80 35.76 36.21 36.65 37.10 37.55 37.99 38.44 38.89 39.34 39.78

90 40.23 40.68 41.12 41. 57 42.02 42.46 42.91 43.36 43.81 44.25

100 44.70 45.15 45.59 46.04 46.49 46.93 47.38 47.83 48.28 48.72

110 1.9.17 49.62 50.06 50.51 50.96 51.40 51.85 52.30 52.75 53.19

120 53.64 54.09 54.53 54.98 55.43 55.87 56.32 56.77 57.22 57.66

m/s km/h ft/s mi/h

1 m/s 1 3.6 3.281 2.237

1 km/h 0.278 1 0.911 0.621

1 ft/s 0.305 1.097 1 0.682

1 mi/h 0.447 1.609 1.467 1
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APPENDIX 11

OPERATIONRECORDS

~~ Province of British Columbia Ministryof Forests
FLIGHT PLAN RECORD

FLIGHT PLAN NO.: DATE:I"!~I - ~ -30

ASA:~

TIM:::: It): 30

f/STOP, SPEED:3.s /SOO; LENS: lOO ~ FILTER: Uv. Ht9z£

NAVIGATOR: B. JOA/€'s

F.S. 811 INV. 81/3

PHOTOGRAPHER:R. ,,~/rh' . ROLLNO.: FRAMES:

· VICTORIAOFFICE USE ONLY.

WC a.c. NO. OF COUNTER
f'tAN. E.(deg.). p(lTIII)PHOTO NO FiWAES NUMBER REMARKS

-
:J /-).. Tfil?G£7"S

/ 7"0t.-099 3-5
. .0"19 ., t.. -/'1 Sfi;"'JJ..E"#

3 11 -mr.. '7 I - /<t .o , J:";#.



APPENDIX 11 cont,

Province of
British Columbia

AIe.LSON

Ministry of

Forests 70 mm F JLM RECORD

R::GJCN: PROJECT NO.: DATE: 19!11- if - .30

I'>:.VIGATOR:R. TONE;" PHOTOGRAPHER: R. $r?17H PILOT: T. BRoWN

C~~ NO.-FRONT: LL8.. REAR:-'L!i.. LENS/F IL TER: (/.V. H 8 ZE

C1..OU;)COVER: HAZE: STABILITY: (500/)

AIR PROCESS LAB.

DATE
.R::C'D.:

DATE
PROCESSED' CHEMISTRY'

PROCESS
TEMP.:

~.
~Ci(S:

PROCESSOR
SPEED:

PROCESS
11 m GAAtoIA:

PROCESSED
BY,

R::M.\.:~.!<S :

01:.0... REO.
RfC'D.:

DIAP'S.
SHIPPED:

MISC.
REO. : SHIPPED,

(' F.S. eoo INV. 81/3

FILM TYPE ASA EXPOSURE MAGAZINE NO. FILM REMARKSUSED f/STOP , SPEED LENGTHS

Cj:" .... /:2 ('I S. <:" /500 ./1( L.. c;I

JPI-X 000 /-.. (' I (J7;) 7/ 20'
I /

.

A:uotQt.d by: Oat.: RalI , Frame No.:



APPENDIX 11

FLIGHT PLAN RECORD

PROJECT: Beaver Cr. DATE: 1980 - 7 - 23

TIME: 10:30

MAG. NOS.: 5,6

FINAL ROLL NO.: OFFICE USE ONLY

FLIGHT PLAN NO: 1

FILM: AEROCHROME 2448.

ASA: 120

LENS: 100 mm f STOP/SPEED:

3.5/500
FRAME NO.: to

('

A/G Photo No. No. of Frames Counter No. Final Frame No. Remarks

1 - 2 OFFICE TARGETS

1 B.G. 7406-098 3 3 - 5 USE ONLY

2 1 11 -096 3 6 - 8

3 11 -096 6 9 - 14



APPENDIX 12

TOOL KIT

Tools

Tool box 14" x 6" x 5"

Combination wrench 7/16"
Reversible ratchet 1/4" drive
Ratchet extention 4"

Single hexagon socket 7/16"
Slip joint side cutting pliers
Diagonal cutting pliers
Regular screw driver
AlIen wrench 2 mm
Paint brush

Steel tape measure 30 m

Materials

r
Lock wire 0.022

Red Flagging tape

Electrical tape

Caplugs #

Caplugs #

Spare parts

Forward retaining biscuits

Aft retaining biscuits

B.olts AN 4-14A
Washers AN 960 PD5l4

Washers 20330-3

Spacers NAS 72-4-12

Bushings 20335-1
Fiber locknuts MS 20365-1:i28

r



APPENDIX 13

~
.

SUPPORT PERSONNEL AND AGENCIES

Ministry of Forests

Inventory Branch
1319 Government Street

Victoria, B.C.
V8W 3E7

Director
Photo Mensuration Section

Technical

1061 Fort

Victoria,
V8V 3K5

Services Branch
Street
B.C.

- Attention Mr. G. Buffet

Ministry of the Environment

Air photo processing laboratory

553 Superior Street

Victoria, B.C.
V8V IT7

Energy, Mines and Resources Canada

National Air Photo Library
615 Booth Street

Ottawa, Ontario
KIA OE4

phone
phone

387-6722

387-5727

387-5547

Canadian Aircraft Products Ltd. (Camera Boom Manufacturer)
l

2611 Viscount Way
Richmond, B.C.
V6V IM9

- Attention Mr. G. Grover

phone 387-1784

phone 387-3170

phone 278-9821

w. Braeuer Ltd. (Authorized Hasselblad MK70 Repair)

2015 West 4th Avenue

Vancouver, B.C.
V6J IN3 phone 736-/.505
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GLOSSARY

I~

;Aperature: ' the opening in.the diaphragmof a camera lens.

ASA: the film speed rating system used for camera boom
photography (AmericanStandardsAssociation).

Break-away connector: an electrical cable connection which separates
when the cables are pulled away from each other.

Bulk film: a length of unexposed film on a reel as supplied
by the film manufacturer.

Camera alignment: the parallel alignment of the two cameras' focal
axes.

Camera leveling: a procedurewhich uses the camera mounts, camera
reseau plate, and a level to achieve camera alignment.

Camera mount: a mounting device which firmly holds a camera in
the camera boom; used in camera leveling.

Camera synchronization: the synchronization of shutter operation in the two
cameras.

Camera system cycling: The complete operation of the two cameras and their

command system when a stereo photograph is taken.

Diaphragm: a device which regulates the quantity of light which

passes through a camera lens.

Diapositive: a positive photographic image on a transparent film.

Effective aerial film

speed (E.A.F.S.):
a film speed rating system often used in higher level

aerial photography.

Film speed: the sensitivity of a photographic film to light.

Image motion: movement of an image across the photographic film

in a camera while the shutter is open causing' a

blurred photographic image; results from the helicopters

ground speed.

".

I
'1

Intervalometer: a device which allows for timed intervals between mono

or stereo photographs; often used in obtaining over-
lapping sequential photography.

.Jack points: the three points
which attach the

the he 1i copter.

on the camera boom attachment frame

camera boom to the jacking lugs of

.n



Leveling screws:

Locking screws:

r.lagazine:

Motor drive sequence:

Panchromatic film:

Reel:

Release points:

Reseau grid:

Reseau plate:

Retaining biscuit:

Reversal film:

"Shraeder" fitting:

Solenoid valve:

Spool:

Static strips:

Stock date:

r Target:

the three screws in a camera mount which are used

for camera 1eveling.

the screws which lock 1eve1ing screws in place.

the component bf a camera which is loaded with a

spool of photographic film.

the camera operation sequence of shutter release,

shutter cocking and film advance.

photographic film ,...hichis sensitive to light of all
colours.

a large f1anged metal core which holds bulk film as

supplied by the film manufactures.

the three points on the camera boom's attachment

frame defined by the cones, cups and release pins

where emergency release occurs.

A precise grid of crosses which is etched on the

reseau plate of each camera.

a glass plate on the camera body which has a precise

grid of crosses etched on its surface.

a round piece of red plastic used to hold the re1ea~e

pin in position at a release point.

a photographic film ,.;hich becomes a diaposi ti ve during

development; there is no negative stage during processing.

the high pressure fitting which will connect a nitrogen

supp 1y to the camera boom's nitrogen tank; used \,-hen

filling the emergency release systems nitrogen tank.

the electromagnetic switch and valve which releases

pressure into the cylinder of the emergency release

system when activated.

a small flanged plastic core which holds photographic

film and fits a MK 70/200 magazine.

the gold strips on the reseau plate which bleed static

electricity from the r~seau plate and reduce any build

up of dust.

The date specified by a film manufacture which des-

ignates the recommended shelf life of a given film.

a material used in a configuration with knO\\'I1dist ancE'S

for ground control of aerial photography.



r

Umbil ical cable: an electr.ical cable which connects the operator's
command board to the camera boom's wiring harness.

"Zeus" fastener: a fastener which locks pod covers securely to the
, camera pods.\.
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CAN A D IA N ~Y- -:

J

' ,

_AI RC RAF Tt "'..-

PRODUCTS LT~;

2611 VISCOUNT WAY
RICHMOND. BRITISH COLUMBIA
CANADAV6V 1M9 '

TELEPHONE 278-9821
CABLE ADDRESS-CANAPRO

July 15,1987.

Ministry of Provincial Secretary and Govt Services
Vehicle Management Branch
548 Michigan Street
Victoria BC

'-1

Dear Gordon:

Attn: Gordon Buffett:

Attached herewith is a copy of STANumber SH87-15 approving the
B.C. Forest Service Camera boom Installation on Bell 206B and Ll
Helicopters.

We shall keep the original on file at Canadian Aircraft products
Ltd. When the B.C. Forest Service is going to issue a contract for
helicoper services using the camera boom they should refer to the STA
and ask the helicopter operator to do his conformity check against the
STA.

Copies of document~ referred to in the STAsuch, as the installation
drawing, Flight Manual Supplement, and Maintenance Manual Supplement
should be kept on file at the B.C.F.s. and be a part of the aircraft
documentation when the camera boom is installed.

Regards,

CANADIANAIRCRAFT PRODUCTS LTD.

tAT1MW~

Thanks for your pateince Gordon.

Wayne Williams
Director of Engineering, CAPLtd.



DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT

~uppltmtntnl IDupt-Apprnual
Number: SH87-15

This approval is Issued to:

Canadian Aircraft

2611 Viscount Way

Richmond, B.C. .

V6V 1M9
(For the B.C. forest Service)

Responsible Region:

Aircraft/Engine Type or Model:

Canadian Type Approval or Equivalent:

Description of Type Design Change:

"Installation/Operating Data,
Required Equipment
and Limitations:

Pacific

Bell 206B and 206L1

U.S.T.C. H2SW

Installation of B.C. Forest Service Stereoscopic
Camera Boom in accordance with C.A.P. Ltd. drawing
20330, Revision K.

1. Refer to Installation Dwg No. 20330 Rev. K.
Aircraft is to be operated in accordance with
limitations as stated in the D.O.T. approved
Flight Manual Supplement 86-008, dated
January 19, 1987.

-
2. No change to gross weight or c. of g. limits.

3. Weight and balance data for basic helicopter

to be determined by analysis including

weighing of camera boom and boom accessories. ,

4. Helicopter must be equipped with extended skid
gear.

5. Maintain equipment in accordance with
Maintenance Manual Supplement dated
January 19, 1987.

Conditions: This approval is only applicable to the type/model of
aeronautical product specified therein. Prior to incorporating this modifi-
cation. it shall be established that the interrelationship between this
change and any other modification(s} incorporated will not adversely
affect the airworthiness of the modified product.

~~.
F.R.Davies

Chief, Programs
Airworthiness Brand] Ottawa

For Minister of Transport

Canada

Issue No.: 1

ProductsLtd. Approval Date: June 9, 1987

Issue Date: June 15, 1987



D.C. FOREST SERVICE

BELL HELICOPTER NODELS 206B & 206Ll

,,

.~, .... FLIGHT }L~~UAL SUPPLEMENT No. 86-008
FOR

INSTALLATION OF CANERA
BOOM ASSEMBLY IN

ACCORDANCE WITH STA SH87-15

!.

')

This supplement must be attached to the FAA Approved Helicopter

Flight Manual when the equipment is installed as per STA 87-15

The information cont.ained herein is supplementary to the basic

Flight Manual. For limitations, prpcedurcs and performance not

contained in this supplement, consult the Basic Helicopter Flight
Manual.

APPROVED:

AUTHORITY: Regional Ain~orthiness Engineer

Department of Transport

Pacific Region

DATE: /9/9tf

r DOT APPROVED Page 1 of 5

I.
j.,.r
r
II
,.



('

BELL HELICOPTER NODELS 206B & 206Ll

FLIGHT }~NUAL SUPPLill1ENTNo. 86-008

LIST OF REVISIONS

Revision A , April 1974

Installation of Camera Boom, Serial Number 002 and on

Revision B , September 1983

Addition of 206Ll model to applicability

Revision C , January 1986

Deletion of jettision capability of camera boom

,

Page 2 of 5



(.

BELL HELICOPTER MODELS 206B & 206Ll

FLIGHT ~~AL SUPPLEMENT No. 86-008

SECTION I - OPERATING LUIITATIONS

With the Camera Boom Assembly installed

1. Maximum cruise speed = 120 M.P.ll

2. Never exceed speed = 135 M.P.H.

3. Crew only, no passengers

4. CG limits:

Forward - station 107

Aft - as published

5. No abrupt or violent manoeuvres permitt~d.

SECTION II

Normal Procedures

Because of reduced ground clearance, avoid excessive pitch

altitudes when operating near the surface, and exercise caution

when taking off and landing on uneven surfaces.

,"

As part of the crew, a camera operator is required to operate
the camera equipment.

I
~

Emergency Procedures

No change.

DOT APPROVED Page 3 of 5



BELL HELICOPT£.~ NODELS 2Q6B & 206L1

FLIGHT }~AL SUPPLEMENT No. 86~008

\

SECTIO~ lIT - PERFORMANCE DATA

1. The rate of climb published for the basic helicopte~ is
reduced about 10% with the camera boom attached.

2. Hover performance is not changed by this installation.

r,.

SECTION IV - WEIGHT AND BALANCE

Weight Empty Centre of Gravity

The empty weight centre of gravity shall be adjusted \-lithin

the limits of the applicable Weight Empty Centre of Gravity
chart in the Maintenance Manual.

Gross Weight Centre of Gravity

It shall be the pilot's responsibility to ensure that the heli-
copter is properly loaded so that the entire flight is conducted

within the Centre of Gravity limits as specified in this flight
manual supplement.

DOT APPROVED Page 4 of 5

r



,

BELL HELICOPTER MODELS 206B & 206Ll

FLIGHT MANUAL SUPPLEMENT No. 86-008

SECTION V - GENERAL

The Camera noom Assembly is attached to the underside of the

aircraft at the three tiedown points on the fuselage. It is

necessary for the aircraft to be mounted on the extended legs

for ground clearance. The equipment is installed for the purpose

of taking stereoscopic pictures of the surface from a suitable

height and a reduced ground speed.
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Maintenance Manual Supplement (STA No. . )

Camera Boom Insta 11ati on on Bell 206B and 206 L1 He1i copters

This maintenance manual supplement defines the inspection and
maintenance requirements fo~the camera boom installed in accordance
with "STANo. Rod CanadianAircraftProductsLtd. Installation
DI~awing Number-20330 Rev 1(.

Refer to Drawing Number 20330 Rev K.

1. Installation.

Prior to and during installation:

1.1. Visual inspect welds and areas adjacent to welds in c~mera
boom and support structure for evidence of cracking or
distortion. For items requiring repair, advise the STA
holder.

1.2. Dye check fitting lug attachment points on the helicopter
and the boom support structure. Check attach points for
security and evidence of damage or distortion. For items
that do not conform, advise the STA holder. Replace any
fittings showing evidence of cracking. (Ref PIN's 20332-
501, 20446-501 and 20765-1 &-3 on installation drawing no.
20330). Check for corrosion. Visudl mspect alodined, anodized,
and painted surfaces. Replace fittings showing evidence of
pitting. Paint exposed surfaces using a brush alodine
solution and epoxy zinc chromate primer. Finish color as required.

1.3. Check bolts and associated hardNare for security. Cqnfirm that
there are 2 threads minimum in safety and that there are no
threads in bearing against lugs or fittings.

1.4 . Weigh and determine .centre of gravity of camera boom comp)ete.
Locate boomwith c.of g at helicopter station 102.5 in the 2068

and at helicoptel~ station 123.0 in the 206 Ll.
Record weight data in Flight Manual.Supplement.
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Maintenance Manual Supplement

2. Scheduled Inspection "

2.1 In service, perform weekly (7 day) inspection concurrent with
norm~l helicopter inspection. Visually check 'for evidence of
cracks, corrosion, or deformation in fittings and welds. Check
security of hardware.

2.2 Ev~ry 50 hours of flying time, dye check fitting lugs commonto
the attachment points on the helicopter.- Replace items showing
evidence of cracking or distortion in bores. Rep'lace items
showing evidence of pitting or exfoliation corrosion.
(Ref PIN's 20332-501, 20446-501, 20765-1, and 20765-3
helicopter jacking points) o~4
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